Introduction and acknowledgments
Generically, C°° vector fields on 2-dimensional manifolds only have hyperbolic singularities (zeros) and these hyperbolic singularities are stable for topological equivalence.
Bifurcations occur if one considers 1-parameter families of such vector fields. Generically, the only local bifurcations are the (codimension 1) saddle-node bifurcation and the (codimension 1) Hopf bifurcation (see e.g. [S] ). The saddle-node bifurcation is an unfolding of a singularity whose linear part has exactly one zero eigenvalue, and whose restriction to a centre manifold starts with non-zero quadratic terms. The Hopf bifurcation is an unfolding of a singularity whose linear part has a pair of imaginary eigenvalues and whose radial component of the normal form in polar coordinates starts with non-zero cubic terms.
In. generic 2-parameter families of 2-dimensional vector fields one encounters some extra bifurcations like, for example, a (generalized) saddle-node bifurcation of codimension 2, which is an unfolding of a singularity whose linear part has 3-parameter families of vector fields 377 codimension 2' is d 3 y~ +(x +n + vy±xy)-. ox ay A more detailed introduction to these unfoldings of singularities of codimension <2 can be found in [D] and [D, R] . See also [Al] .
In generic 3-parameter families one locally encounters generalized saddle-node bifurcations and generalized Hopf bifurcations of codimension at most three, one encounters the unfolding of the cusp-singularity of codimension 2, but one also finds unfoldings of singularities with nilpotent 1-jet which are however more degenerate than the cusp of codimension 2.
Our aim in this paper is to study the generic 3-parameter unfoldings of a singularity whose 2-jet is C°° equivalent to yd/dx + {ax 2 + fixy) 8/by with a^Oand /3=0. We call it the cusp singularity of codimension 3. The set of germs of such vector field constitute a semi-algebraic subset of codimension 5, which we denote by 2 C (I 3 C is a semi-algebraic subset of codimension 1 in S 2 C> manifold defined by the condition a * 0; one has 2% = 2c + u £ 2 c -u 2 3 C ). We will define a generic condition in 2c, by showing first that each X o e 2 c has a 4-jet C°° equivalent to dx dy and by imposing y ^ 0.
One defines 2 C by the condition y = 0; 2 C is a semi-algebraic subset of codimension 1 in 2c and 2 c = 2 c + u 2 c -u 2 4 c , where 2 C * is the submanifold of codimension 5 consisting of germs of vector fields whose 4-jet is C°°-equivalent to yd/dx + (x 2 ±x 3 y)d/dy. We study the generic 3-parameter families X x with X o e2 c *. The genericity condition consists in the transversality of the mapping (x, \)^j 4 X k (x) with respect to 2c*-An example of such a family is given by:
with A = (/A, v 0 , Vi)\ X o belongs to 2 C + (resp. 2 C -) depending on the sign ±. Our main result can be stated as follows:
THEOREM. A local 3-parameter family in (0,0)eR 2 xR 3 , cutting 2 C + (resp. 2 c -) transversally in (0,0) is fibre-C° equivalent to X^ (resp. X~^).
For a definition of fibre-C°-equivalence see the beginning of § 2 (the equivalence between the vector fields does not necessarily depend in a C° way on the parameter). To prove this result, we show that each generic family X A with X 0 e 2 c + (resp. 2 C -) has the same bifurcation set as XX (resp. X^), at least up to a homeomorphism in the parameter space. This bifurcation set is a cone with vertex in 0.
Let us analyse the phenomena happening in X~£. We first remark that the equation for the critical points of XX is given by The curves H and C intersect transversally in a unique point d representing a parameter value of simultaneous Hopf bifurcation and saddle connection.
For parameter values in the curved triangle (d, h 2 , c 2 ) there exist exactly two closed orbits, of which the inner one is attracting and the outer one is repelling. These two limit cycles coalesce in a generic way when crossing the curve L from left to right. On L itself we have a unique semi-stable closed orbit. In terms of the is constant in each connected component of the complement of the bifurcation set (6 components) and is constant in each part of the bifurcation set (9 surfaces and 5 curves). It is then trivial to deduce that the families X A and X.\~ are topologically equivalent, if one does not demand the equivalence to depend continuously on the parameter; such an equivalence is called a fiber-C°-equivalence (see [D] ). The analogous result for families X A with X 0 G 2 C -is obtained by merely observing that the 2 types of families can be obtained one from another by the coordinate-, parameter-, and time change (x, y, fj,, v 0 , v x , ?)-> (x, ~y, -v Q ,-v lt -t).
The necessary definitions and useful notations can be found in § 2. In § 3, we calculate a usable normal form for the generic families X A . Finally, in § 4 we prove the theorem essentially by showing that all generic families X A have a bifurcation set as we come to describe. This paper grew out of different bilateral contacts, spread over a period of about 10 years. Each step has its significance in the present result and for this the authors want to thank different institutes for their repeated hospitality and financial support: the Instituto de Matematica Pura e Aplicada in Rio de Janeiro, the University of Dijon and the Limburgs Universitair Centrum in Diepenbeek. We also thank the Banach Centre in Warsaw for the opportunity given to R. Roussarie to have interesting discussions. Especially some suggestions of H. Zoladek were helpful. We also learned from conversations with A. Chenciner, and surely too from the translation that J. C. Yoccoz made of some papers of R. Bogdanov. (1) dX dy where the coefficient functions a and b are C°° with respect to (m, A ) e R 2 x R \ We will study local families around (0,0) e R 2 x R fc , this means families defined on some neighbourhood of (0,0), or better germs of families in (0,0), since the neighbourhood itself does not matter. Such a (local) family X A will be called a fc-parameter unfolding (or deformation) of X". We remark that we do not ask the equivalence to depend continuously on A. Although we believe this to be the case in the problem considered here, we do not want to include this in our study.
Definitions and notations
We remark also that this relation induces an equivalence relation for local families around (0,0) e U 2 x R k . It is a relation on the level of germs of families, and not of families of germs.
Suppose now that a certain family X A is given. The bifurcation set of X A is the smallest closed subset X <z U k such that the topological type of the vector field X A for U k \I. is locally constant (for the notion of C°-equivalence). Clearly: if 2 families are C°-equivalent, the change in parameters </ > exchanges the respective bifurcation sets. We denote by V o the space of germs at 0 of vector fields on IR 2
, by ]£ V the vector space of their N-jets at 0, by 7r P N :]^V^]^ V (for P>7V>0) the natural restriction mapping and by n N : V o -> ]" V the mapping sending a germ to its iV-jet.
The natural algebraic structure of ]* V permits us to define the notion of submanifold or (semi-) algebraic subset in ]"V; for each Sc] 0 N Vwe will identify 2 with its contra-images by ir PN and ir N in resp. ]£ V and V o , denoting these contra-images by the same symbol 1. Conversely, a submanifold or a (semi-)algebraic subset 2 of codimension q in V o is by definition the contra-image of a submanifold or a (semi-) algebraic subset of codimension q contained in some ]™ V and which we also denote 1.
In the space of germs V o , we consider the action of the group of germs of diffeomorphisms fixing 0 in IR 2 (C°° conjugacy) defined by g*X(x) = (dg x ) ~1X(g(x) ) as well as the action of the group of pairs (f g) consisting of the germ of a strictly positive function and the germ of a diffeomorphism fixing 0 (C°° equivalence). This last action is defined by ((f, g) • X)(x) =f(x)g*X(x), and the group operation by </,g)-(/',g') = (/-(/'°g),g'°g).
These differentiate actions on the germs induce algebraic actions on each space of jets ]™ V. Precisely these actions will be used in § 3 to obtain simpler expressions (normal forms). We hereby need the following observations: in a fixed ]^V the subset of jets conjugate or equivalent to a certain given jet (this means an orbit of one of the given group-actions) form a submanifold, the set of jets conjugate or equivalent to the jets belonging to a given semi-algebraic subset form a semi-algebraic subset (theorem of Tarski-Seidenberg) [Se] .
We may also define the action of C°° conjugacy or C°° equivalence on the (local) families, asking that <j> be a (local) diffeomorphism and that /i A (m)bea C 00 family of C°° diffeomorphisms (i.e. h x (m) depends in a C°° way on m and A). We'll use these relations to obtain 'normal forms' for the families X A . 
where F is of order TV, G of order TV -1 and Q of order TV -2. Changing TV -2 to TV, and F+F, G+G, Q+ Q to resp. F, G and C? we obtain
where (? is of order TV and F(0, 0) = G(0, 0) = (dF/dx)(0, 0) = 0. We now introduce the second hypothesis:
The hypotheses (1) and (2) define the submanifold 2 C in the space of 2-jets.
In the next two steps we only pay attention to the vector field X o which up to now has the expression
As d 2 F(0,0)/dx 2 ^ 0 there exists a local diffeomorphism around the origin in the x-axis: X = u{x), with w(0) = 0, so that . Performing on the family X A the changes made in lemma 1, we obtain, up to C°°e quivalence, the following expression for the family X A :
dx dy with the following conditions:
( 1 7 ) G(x, 0) = ±x 3 + O(x 4 ) and Q(x, y, A) has order N in (x, y, A).
We already have F(x, 0) dx = d(x 3 /3) and the germ of the function x 3 /3 admits as universal unfolding ( X 3 / 3 ) + /AX (fold). There hence exists a differentiable mapping /A(A) and a family of diffeomorphisms depending on the parameter A:
Performing this same C°° equivalence (^i(A), (x, y) -» (M A (X), y)) to the dual family w A , we get: 
where v Under this condition (being our genericity condition) we may choose A = (/A, V 0 , â fter a change in the parameter space.
We finally obtain the definitive normal form: (obtained using C°° equivalence): First, it is very easy to study the bifurcation of the critical points (the zeros of the vector fields X A ). Indeed, a point m = (x, y) will be critical iff
Hence, the vector field X A has (locally) no critical points for /JL > 0 and two critical points for /A < 0: e k = (-V-/z, 0) and s K = (y/-fi, 0). It is easy to verify that e A is a node or a focus, while s A is a saddle point. We note also that the segment ]e A , s A [ is transverse to X x .
The vector field X A for a value n < 0 close to \i = 0. Possibly after modification of X A in the complement of some neighbourhood of 0 e R 2 (which is irrelevant since we are interested in the germ of the family in (0,0)), we may suppose that X A = X o when || m || is sufficiently big and that there exists a fixed neighbourhood A of OeR 2 and a fixed neighbourhood B of OeR 3 (parameter space) which we may choose arbitrarily small, so that:
(1) A is diffeomorphic to a rectangle, X A = X o in a neighbourhood of 8A, X o is tangent to 8A on two opposite sides of 8A and transverse with respect to 8A on the two other sides, pointing resp. inward and outward.
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A as a rectangle From now on we restrict the study of our family X A to A x B. When A e B n {/A > 0} = B + the topological type of X A inside A is trivial (X A | A is equivalent to a 'flow box'). When A e B n {/A < 0} = B_ there may exist a certain number of cycles inside A. Each of these cycles will then transversally cut the segment ]e A , s A [ and will border a disc containing e A in its interior and s A in its exterior. Let us also remark that the topological type of X A , up to C° equivalence, only depends on the number and the nature of the critical elements (critical points and cycles): as a matter of fact, pinching down the biggest cycle -the one that borders a disc containing the other cycles -to the point e A , one obtains a vector field on A having as unique critical elements the points e A and s A and satisfying condition (1) on 3A. Such a vector field can only have one of the two topological types shown in figure e. is a sink c A is a source FIGURE 8
In case the vector field has k cycles, which we suppose to be hyperbolic to fix our ideas, then the topological type of X K will only depend on the number k and on the nature of e A . For example, if e k is a source and k = 2, the smallest cycle will be stable, the biggest one unstable and the C° phase portrait of X A will look like:
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The nature of the critical points e x and s A is very easy to determine in the expression 2 2 ? (2) ( , y , ) ] , dy
Let x M = ±V-/x be the abscissa of the resp. critical points. We look for the 1-jet of X A in the point m M = (x M , 0). Putting x = x M + X and y = V we get^A
The representative matrix of j'Xj(m^) is equal to:
A)/ and the equation of the eigenvalues reads:
For the point s K = {\f-Ji, 0), the product of the eigenvalues is negative: s K is a saddle point, as we mentioned before. For the point e K = (-V-/A, 0),this product is positive: e k is a node or a focus. The nature of e K (sink or source) depends on the sign of the trace T(A) = G(x M , A). We write y = -y/-fi. The trace T(A) admits a development of the form
The equation T( A) = 0 defines in B (if B is sufficiently small) a surface S H contained in the half ball B_. Observe that this surface, at least outside 0, is tangent to the plane {/JL = 0}, along the axis Oi^ having a quadratic contact; on the other hand 1 H is transverse to the spheres ||A || 2 = e for e > 0 sufficiently small. It is hence a cone on the intersection with one of those spheres. We will later on come back to this surface. Let us for the moment merely observe that if one crosses this surface transversally, that the trace at the point e K will annihilate in a regular way (the eigenvalues in e A are complex conjugate and cross the imaginary axis regularly). In other words we may expect that the point e A undergoes a Hopf bifurcation. We will make this precise later on, but it is possible to prove it directly by calculating a sufficient jet of X k at e K .
The only difficult problem is the determination of the number and the nature of the cycles, including their limit position as a saddle connection. In order to solve this equation, we'll use a perturbation method after applying a blowing up in the space IR 2 of variables (x, y) as well as in the space R 3 of parameters (/u, v 0 , v x We will use (10) to study w A in conic sectors around the axes 0/x and 0v r . In fact we'll work with cD in fixed domains A in the space (x, y); when f^-0, the imagê A = ®m(A) has a diameter tending to 0 in the space of initial variables (x, y). This could give problems since we need to study X k in a fixed domain A; we'll come back to this in § 4.5. We fix a compact neighbourhood A of the singular disc denned by the saddle connection (in s). Let X^, be the vector field dual to «*,,. For t = 0, this vector field is the hamiltonian vector field of H:X = X iifi . For any (v, t) The study of the cycles for small values of t can be done with the help of the following well known lemma.
LEMMA 1 (Perturbation lemma 
and we write
The mapping P fi ,{b) becomes:
The cycles contained in A cut [e, s] at the values of b which are fixed points of Pa,f The equation of these fixed points is
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or otherwise said
where e(t) is a C°° function in all variables, tending to zero when t-» 0. The limiting position of the cycles, for t -» 0, is hence given by the solution of the equation:
We now first pay attention to this equation. 
4.1(a)
(The coefficients in the equation of the line c can easily be calculated by integrating w 0 , &>,, w 3 on the saddle connection, but one can also obtain their value without calculation as we'll see a bit later.) We will now show that the surface 2 admits a critical locus of fold type, 1 C , with as projection on the ?-space a simple arc I joining a point fi 2 £A t o a point c 2 e c. Recall that the critical locus 2 C of 2 for the projecton on the P-plane has as equation:
is of fold type, if at all points of 2 C :
We are first going to express G as a function merely of P, using the fact that the 2 forms too and OJ, generate the cohomology of R 2 \{s, e} relative to dH. 
From dH = ydy + (l-x 2 ) dx we obtain:
hence
Combining the equalities (26), (27) and (29) we find: a) 3 = -3Hw 0 + 3w 1 +|w 1 -lw 3 -lxydH + |d(jcy 3 )
eventually giving the required formula.
•
The lemma implies that
and
From this formula for G(b, v) it follows that
-£(b, v) = -P'{b)v, -fi-\lP'(b),
In his work on 2-parameter families, R. I. Bogdanov shows that for all be [~l,l[-P'(b) <Q, (we'll also prove this a little later). Equation (34) 
db we have (bringing (36) into the expression (35)) that (vi) .) Let us however first show that for all b e [ - §, §[: P"( b) < 0. We also recall that the analogous result on the first derivative has been proven by Bogdanov [B2] , and after that by II' Yashenko [I] (see also [K, H] ). We prove the two properties of P simultaneously. 
Remark.
Using the proof given below, one can easily demonstrate that P' and P" tend to -oo for b -* + §.
Proof. The function P(b) is a solution of the differential equation
(9b 2 -4)P' = 7P 2 + 3 b P -5 ,
as we show in the appendix 1. Therefore the graph of P(b) belongs to an orbit of the following vector field Z defined on the space R 2 of coordinates (b, P): 4 ( 7 i + 3 b P 5 ) 4 ; (41)
This vector field has 4 critical points:
«" = (- §, D, «> = ( §, §), *o = (-!,-!), «; = (- §,-i);
and admits the lines A 0 = {b = - §} and A 1 = {b = §} as invariant lines. Along these lines Z is normally hyperbolic and in restriction to A o and A, the critical points are also hyperbolic. The 4 critical points are hence hyperbolic and one easily checks that a 0 and a[ are saddle points, while a' o and a, are nodes, respectively unstable and stable. The phase portrait of Z in the vertical strip B = {P>0, -f < b < | } can now easily be obtained taking into account the value of the vertical component of Z when P = 0 and when P is big ( figure 12 ).
In particular we notice the existence of a unique Z-orbit lying in the interior of B and having the saddle point a o = ( - § , 1) as an a-limit point; it is the unstable separatrix F of a 0 , which tends to a, for t-*<x>.
As we noticed already that P{b)^> 1 for b^ -f it follows that the graph of P(b) is equal to F (of course, this implies that P(b)-»f for b-» §, giving the required coefficients of the line c).
Tentative drawing of the phase portrait of Z in B. 2 )/3P (since P ^ 0 on S). Hence Z is transverse to S, along S, and directed to the right. Finally, the extremities of S are the points a o ,a 1 . We now study the position of S with respect to F. In a 0 , the tangent to S has a slope equal to -\, which value is inferior to P'{-\) = -\. Also, in the neighbourhood of a 0 , the separatrix F is above S. But as, along S, Z is transverse to S and directed to the right, the orbit F is not permitted to cut S again for t -» oo: the orbit is hence entirely situated in B, above S. 
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"o FIGURE 13 However, the vector field Z being quadratic, the function «/»(«) is a polynomial of second degree in M; the existence of a double zero at u 0 and another zero at u 1 implies then that ip = 0 and hence that F is a line segment. This is of course not compatible with P " ( -f ) < 0 , ending the proof of the theorem. Finally let us come back to the curve /. On /, the function ?!(£) = {-n)\/P -yf (see (36)) goes from «'i(-|) = 3 to Vi(f) = -if so that / joins the points h 2 and c 2 . The curve / is the graph of a convex function ^(^I ) a n < i therefore situated above the lines h and c. To prove this last point, we recall that / is the envelope of the lines A h defined by 
(P): H"(P)=fib"(P) with b"(P) = -P"(b)/(P'(b))
3 so that H"{P)<0 for all P e ] f , l ] .
It is well known that the envelope of a family of lines like in (49) Proof. We make use of the development of the Poincare mapping on [e, s] , as given in lemma 1:
where A 
In the 3-parameter family X P I , the set of Hopf bifurcation is given by:
On this set, the condition: (51) and (53), is generic if equation (51) has rank 1. Also, the Hopf bifurcation of codimension 2 defined by (51) and (52) is generic if the defining equations form a system of rank 2 and if moreover, in the points of this bifurcation set:^H > * 0 .
Because of (50) we have:
In particular, for b = -\, as / 0 (-|) = 0:
Thus, for t^O, condition (51) is equivalent to:
(57) Equally, conditions (51) and (52) are equivalent to (57) and
(58) i For f = 0, equation (57) defines the line h, the equations (57), (58) define the point h 2 . Finally the condition (54) on the bifurcation set is equivalent tô°"
(59)
If one considers expression (33) given by G it is clear that equation (57) has rank 1 and that the equations (57), (58) have rank 2 in {v 0 , P^ for t = 0. By continuity, this remains true for t sufficiently small. The conclusions of theorem 4 with respect to the Hopf bifurcations hence follow if one uses the implicit function theorem.
In the same way we observe that the equations of the bifurcation set for the coalescence of two cycles The equations have been studied for G in §4.1(a), for t = Q. The study for f^O follows because of the implicit function theorem and the fact that for every order of derivation k -f^O forf->0.
db k
In an analogous way one deduces the bifurcation set of saddle connection of codimension 1 from the properties of G along the line c. However the treatment in the neighbourhood of the curve of saddle connection of codimension 2 is more delicate and we postpone it to appendix 3. Outside the described bifurcation sets, the vector field X it only possesses hyperbolic critical elements (points and cycles) in A: it is hence a Morse-Smale field of locally constant topological type. This ends the proof of the theorem.
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The image of 
The bifurcation sets in C^K) are the images by <£ p of those described in theorem 4 and hence homeomorphic to cones on h, I,c,c 2 ,h 2 ,da U 2 (cones with as generating curves t -»(-1 4 , t 6 v 0 , t 4 ?,) or, differently said, /x -»( /A, ( -/it ) 3/2 v 0 , -/n v x ) with /A < 0). FIGURE 15 4.2. 77ie behaviour ofX K in a sector around the axis Qv^. We return to the expression (10) for the 1-form a>\,. In order to make a study inside a cone in the neighbourhood of O^, we fix v x = ±1 in (10), retaining (t, fi, i> 0 ) as parameter. For v x = 1 we reach a cone in the neighbourhood of 0 v,, v x > 0, and for v x = -1, a cone in the neighbourhood of Qv x , fi< 0. As both cases can be treated similarly, we only consider i>i = 1. Expression (10) becomes:
where <j> and ij/ are C°° functions in Jc, y, t, /I, i> 0 and
Observe that for fixed t ¥=• 0, the 2-parameter family a) is a family of the kind studied by R. Bogdanov. (With a minor difference in the choice of parameters, however not affecting the genericity of the family.)
We will see that for a fixed value 7">0, one can apply the theory of Bogdanov uniformly \nith respect to te ]0, T], in the region of the parameters /I, v 0 where traditionally the study can be made by 'perturbation of a Hamiltonian'. More precisely, in the halfplane jl < 0 there exists a fixed compact subset B, diffeomorphic to a disc, having a contact of order 1 in (0,0) with 0i> 0 and such that the results of Bogdanov (concerning the curves of Hopf bifurcation, saddle connection and unicity of cycle in between the two curves of bifurcation for (/I, v) e B) are valid for any FIGURE 16 To prove this result, we use a secondary blowing up for each fixed t e ]0, T]. The blowing up is defined by:
For each TT^O, the expression of a> in the new coordinates (x, y) can be divided by T 6 :
and E(T) is a C°° function in all variables which tends to 0 for x-»0. As in the preceding paragraph, the dual vector field ^T,p 0 possesses a first return mapping P Tt , 0 (b) with a development:
where
Again as in § 4.1, the study of the bifurcation is equivalent to the detection of the zeros of the functions G + e ( r ) . The results on the existence of bifurcation curves and on the unicity of the cycle for (x, y) in a fixed neighbourhood A of the singular disc {H s §} n {x < 1} and for v 0 in a fixed compact K' are valid for T > 0 sufficiently small (0< T < T 0 for a certain ,} with e 0 sufficiently small. (The cone structure refers as before to the mapping <t> p .) The disc is chosen inside the half sphere S = S Eo n{/u<0}, in such a way that it contains the half circle {^o = 0} and that the boundary dD is tangent with a contact of order 1, to dS in the points a ={v o = n=Q, v t = l} and FIGURE 17 We moreover impose on the choice of D that in the interior of D, the curve of Hopf bifurcation and the curve of saddle connection described in § 4.2 are connected with the curves H = S H n D and C = S c r^D described in § 1 (inside C^K) n S). We also ask D to contain the curve L= S L nS (see § 4.1).
The topological type of X x is known in a region A A for each A e C (D) . On the boundary dC(D) = C(dD) the vector field X A has on [e K , s A ] a first return mapping without fixed points. As on the other hand X A has no critical points when \L > 0, it only remains to handle the parameter values outside the cone C (D) with /x < 0 and in a neighbourhood of the origin. Proof. We resume the proof of Bogdanov [Bl] . (As a matter of fact, one may observe that the normal form which we use for X A makes the proof even easier. Let e > 0 be a number which we will make precise later on. We consider the set of A = (fi, v 0 , i>,) with fj. < 0 a n d A G B e n C (D) . Let us focus our attention to the region {v 0 > 0} as the {v 0 < 0}-case can be studied in the same way. 
Take now a value A s B n A £ B s n C{D) with /i, < 0 and i ' 0 > 0 . We are going to compare X A to X A < where
Using the Taylor formula of order 1 with integral remainder term for a(A) -a(X'), e t c . . . . , one obtains that for (x, y)e A:
with R = O( || /n ||) for m = (x, y). We therefore can write X A -X A . in the form: We can see from formula (72) (ii) a fixed neighbourhood B e in the parameter space; (iii) a bifurcation set £<= B E , having a conic structure with base in dB e . The following properties have been verified: (iv) For each A e B c , the vector field X A has resp. 0, 1 or 2 critical points in A, depending on whether /i. > 0, /A = 0 or (JL < 0. The vector field is fixed (independently of A) in a neighbourhood of 3A and has been described in § 4.1.
(v) The disc obtained by intersecting B e with the {/it = 0}-plane belongs to 2. In this disc, outside 0, there occurs a saddle-node bifurcation. In the half disc B^ = B e n {/A a 0} the vector field X A is trivial in A. On the other hand, we have proven in § 4 that in B~, outside a cone C (D) , the field has no other critical elements than the critical points: the topological type of X A in A is hence well determined there.
(vi) The other parts of the bifurcation set 2 are contained in C (D) . If A e C(D)\L, we have proven that the topological type of X A | A K , with A A c A a certain neighbourhood of OeR 2 (see § 3) is well defined. A problem could be that the diameter of A K tends to 0 for A -» 0. However, as we know, the vector field X x has no critical elements in so that X A \A has to be topologically equivalent to X A | A x .
By all this, B,,\1 is divided into a finite number (exactly 6) of open connected components, in which the topological type of X x \ A is constant, and does not depend on the family. Also on the different parts of 2 as described in §4.1 and §4.2 (9 surfaces and 5 curves) X X \A has a constant topological type, independent on the family. In order to prove that the family X A is (fibre) C° equivalent to the polynomial family X k defined in the introduction, one starts by choosing a homeomorphism of B c into itself sending the bifurcation set £ of X x onto the bifurcation set 2 of X A .
The existence of such a homeomorphism has been shown in § 4.1 and § 4.2. From now on we may hence suppose that X A and X A have the same bifurcation set S. As we have observed that the topological type of X A and of X A in some fixed neighbourhood of 0 is the same on each of the connected components of B e \S and We remark that /3(0,0) = n « o > 0. This turns out to be the condition needed to prove the statements concerning the bifurcation set in the neighbourhood of the line of saddle connections of codimension 2 (see theorem 4 of § 4.1(b)). The proof of this fact is part of a more general theorem which will appear in [R] . Moreover the problem has been studied by Cherkas in [C] for analytic vector fields. We hence will limit ourselves to a survey of the complete elaboration, with emphasis on those calculations which concern our specific problem. Let (u, v) denote C°° coordinates around s = (0, 0) in which {w = 0} represents the stable separatrix, {v = 0} represents the unstable separatrix and the first quadrant {u > 0, v > 0} represents the interior of the loop. Let a be a segment inside {v = v 0 , u > 0} for some v 0 cutting the u-axis in (0, v 0 ), and T a segment inside {u = w 0 , u > 0 } for some u 0 , cutting the u-axis in (u o ,O). We parametrize a by means of u(crn {u = 0} = {(0, v 0 )}) and x by means of V(T n {v = 0} = {(u 0 , 0)}). We also denote by o-, resp. T, the same segment in (x, ^-coordinates parametrized by u, resp. v. FIGURE 20 Let us denote by D A the Dulac mapping of the saddle point from cr to T, while # A denotes the Poincare mapping from cr to T along the regular part of the loop. We express both mappings in terms of u and v. v = D x (u), v = R x (u) . For each d > 0 fixed we have the creation of 1 stable limit cycle when rj goes from positive to negative values; {17 = 0, d > 0} is a half line of saddle connections with non-zero divergence at the saddle point. (Remark: the cycle is a stable one since 3(A A (u))/dw<0 at the fixed point.)
